BTFS 1 wireless feed sensor manual
Set up for BTFS 3 wall and BTFS 8 relay modules
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1 Install the BTFS 3 Wall receiver unit on the wall inside the barn
up to 40 meter away from the BTFS 1 feed sensor.
( The distance may change according to the condition ).
Open the front panel.

2 Connect a twisted pair of 4 wire cable to the
connector + A B -.
Twisted pair of 4 wire
cable 0.25 and up.
3 Install the BTFS 8 Relay unit inside the
Electrical cabinet near the Feeder line
motor power relay. Open the cover.

4 Connect the 4 wire cable
as showing on the diagram
A and B are swapped around.
Connect the 220v/12 power
Adaptor to the BTFS 8 input
as showing on the diagram.
Connect the relay output as
showing on the diagram to
the feeder line power relays.
close back the cover.
Connect the adaptor to the
110/220v supply.
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5 The set up of the BTFS 3 wall unit receiver is
done by using the mobile smart phone app.
a diﬀerent house number for each unit .
1 Turn on the apps.
The main screen will appear.
Push on “ Conﬁguration “

2 Push on the button
on the BTFS 3
the light will light up.

3 Enter the house
number .
Don't enter the same
house numbers in
one farm.
Push on enter.

4 After a few second
“Device conﬁgured
successfully”
Will appear push ok.
The system is ready for
operation.

3 Push on the
*Wall unit (x)

5 If the feed line works for more than 90 minute it will stop and the alarm relay will be activated .
Turn off the power to reset.
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